Introduction

45
Dense ceramic oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) could potentially be applied for 46 production of high purity oxygen for medical purposes, supply of oxygen in the steel industry, 47 oxy-fuel combustion schemes, as well as in the cement and glass industries. Also, importantly, 48
OTMs can beneficially be integrated with a biomass gasifier, allowing production of syngas 49 (CO and H2), which is a precursor for a variety of high value chemical products (1) . 50
Besides being applicable for OTMs (2), acceptor doped-ceria has been intensively studied for 51 use in a number of other applications e.g. solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) (3), solid oxide 52 electrolysis cells (SOECs) (4) and for electrocatalysis (5). In particular, acceptor doped ceria 53 (e.g. CGO) is interesting owing to high oxide ion conductivity (0.12 Scm -1 for Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95-54 δ at 900 ºC (6)), appreciable electrocatalytic activity, high electronic conductivity under 55 reducing conditions, and excellent chemical stability under harsh reducing and even corrosive 56 gaseous conditions (3, 7). Kaiser et al. (8) reported that the oxygen permeation flux of a 27 μm 57 asymmetric 10 at.% Gd-doped ceria-based membrane exceeds 10 N ml cm -2 min -1 under a 58 gradient of air/H2 at 850 °C (9), which is promising for applications provided that sufficient 59 lifetime can be achieved. However, the ambipolar conductivity of ceria is relatively low when 60 only mildly reducing conditions are imposed because of the low electronic conductivity under 61 these conditions (<1×10 -3 Scm -1 at 900 ºC in air (10)). The low electronic conductivity also 62 results in the slow oxygen surface exchange rate (11, 12) , which further limits the achievable 63 oxygen flux. To provide technologically relevant oxygen fluxes for high pO2 applications, such 64 as production of pure oxygen and in oxy-coal combustion conditions, the electronic 65 conductivity of CGO needs to be enhanced preferably to a value close to that of the ionic 66 conductivity so that ambipolar conductivity can be maximized.Doping redox active elements is a feasible strategy to enhance the electronic conductivity of 68 ceria (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Among rare earth elements, Praseodymium (Pr) and Terbium (Tb) show 69 significant redox activity under mildly reducing conditions (pO2= 1×10 -8 -1 bar). Upon the 70 reduction of Pr and Tb, electrons can migrate between the trivalent and tetravalent Pr/Tb, giving 71 rise to an enhanced electronic conductivity. For instance, the p-type electronic conductivity of 72 3 at.% Pr-doped Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9-δ is enhanced by approximately 10 times relative to pure CGO 73 in the temperature range from 600 °C to 750 °C (13) . The electronic conductivity of Tb and Pr 74 dual-doped ceria can be modified by changing the ratio between the two dopants: higher relative 75 amount of Pr yields higher electronic conductivity, but leads to larger chemical expansion (16) . 76 Chatzichristodoulou et al. (16) and Bishop et al. (19) also found that doping Pr in ceria induces 77 large chemical expansion, which will affect the thermomechanical stability of the material. It 78 is thus of importance to examine the possible existence of an optimum amount of Pr in ceria 79 that ensures satisfactory thermomechanical stability along with sufficient electronic 80 conductivity. 81
When dissolved in the ceria lattice, Pr exists in two valence states (16 
Mass and site balances and electroneutrality requires: 98
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Under oxidizing conditions, where
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a Netzsch STA 409CD 123 thermogravimeter and a Netzsch TG 439 thermal balance. The samples were prepared by 124 uniaxially pressing the powder into pellets at a pressure of 400 MPa in a capillary die (ø = 0.5 125 cm). Porous samples were obtained by sintering the green sample at 1000 °C for 3 hours at 126 heating and cooling rate of 2 °C min -1 . Buoyancy effects were corrected for by measuring the 127 mass change of an Al2O3 powder sample with the same volume under the same conditions. 128
Dilatometry 129
Dilatometry measurements were performed using a differential contact dilatometer (DIL 130 402CD, NETZSCH GmbH, Germany). The samples were rectangular bars with a dimension of 131
1×1×10 mm
3 . An Al2O3 reference with a similar dimension was tested simultaneously with the 132 sample. The heating rate was kept at 3 °C min -1 to a final temperature of 1000 °C. All the 133 measurements were conducted in air with a total gas flow of 50 ml min -1 controlled by a mass 134 flow controller. 135
Impedance spectroscopy 136
The total conductivity of each specimen was measured by Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy 137 (EIS). Prior to the electrical measurements, symmetric (La0.6Sr0.4)0.99CoO3-δ (LSC) electrodes 138 were screen printed on both sides of a 1-mm thick polished pellet (ø = 10 mm), followed by 139 sintering at 1000 °C for 2 hours to obtain good adhesions between the specimen and the 140 electrodes. The LSC electrodes were then covered with Pt layers (current collector) by hand 141 painting to eliminate any contact resistance. EIS was carried out in the temperature range from 142 600 °C to 900 °C using a Solartron 1260 impedance spectrometer within the frequency range 143 from 3 MHz down to 0.1 Hz under a fixed fluctuation voltage of 20 mV. Impedance spectra 144 were plotted and fitted by the software package "Z-view" and "Z-plot". The specimens were 145 placed in a closed alumina chamber in which oxygen partial pressure was varied and monitoredby controlling the flow of air and nitrogen by mass flow controllers. The oxygen partial pressure 147 around the samples was measured by a zirconia-based sensor placed in close proximately to the 148 sample. 149
Microelectrode ion-blocking Hebb-Wagner polarization measurements 150
The electronic conductivity of each sample was measured by means of a microelectrode ion-151 blocking Hebb-Wagner polarization method. Prior to the measurements, 1-mm thick dense 152 circular samples (ø =10mm) were polished by SiC #300 sand papers, followed by further 153 polishing using SiC #1000 and #1600 sand papers. The Hebb-Wagner measurement cell is 154 schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . Similar setups have been used in a number of papers in the 155 past (13, (22) (23) (24) (25) . A Pt microelectrode with a contact radius of 100-500 μm was placed on the 156 sample under an external load. The periphery of the Pt microelectrode was sealed with a 157 customized glass sealant (MgO/sodium aluminosilicate glass composites, 30/70 vol. %). The 158 Hebb-Wagner cell was sandwiched with two Pt current collectors. The whole cell was finally 159 placed inside a furnace in which the oxygen partial pressure was maintained at 0.21 atm by 160 flowing 100 ml min -1 of air. The cell was initially heated up to 950 °C at the rate of 1 °C min -1 161 to soften the glass sealant, followed by cooling down to 750 °C at the same rate to achieve a 162 gas tight solidified glass. 
where rc is the radius of the spherical microelectrode. If the micron-sized contact is circular 173 rather than spherical, the factor 2πrc is replaced by 4rc (24). 174 
Oxygen permeation measurements 177
Oxygen permeation measurements were performed in the customized test configuration 178 displayed in Fig. 2 . Before the flux measurements, circular samples (ø ≈12 mm) were polished 179 by SiC #500 sand papers to achieve a thickness of approximately 1 mm. To mitigate the effectof slow surface exchange, a highly porous circular La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ (LSC)-based catalytic layer 181 (ø ≈5 mm) was applied on the dense samples by screen printing with a LSC-based ink. The as-182 prepared catalytic layers were then calcined at 900°C for 1 hour to obtain good adhesion with 183 the membrane surface. The area covered with the catalytic layer is ~0.8 cm 2 . 184
The samples were sealed between two alumina tubes using a 30/70 vol.% mixture of a MgO 185 and sodium aluminosilicate glass. The feed side tube below the membrane was supplied with 186 gas from the feed side manifold, which featured a feed gas inlet and outlet. Similarly, the 187 permeate side of the membrane was purged with gas from a "permeate side" manifold. pinholes or cracks in the glass encapsulation, the flow rate of the outlet gas will be lower than 196 that of the inlet gas. Typically, when a significant leak is observed during the permeation 197 measurement, a thermally activated increase in oxygen flux is not observed. In the data reported 198 here, the inlet and outlet flows were identical (within 1% uncertainty) and a thermal activated 199 oxygen permeation flux was observed, indicating close to perfect sealing. The maximum leak 200 originating from pinholes in the sealant and from other sources of oxygen in the permeate flow 201 through the membrane is estimated to be lower than 5% at low temperature (600°C) based on 202 the gas sensor. Below 600°C a large leak appeared as a result of sealant failure driven by thermal 203 expansion mismatch between membrane and manifold tubes. 204 Table  210 1 summarizes the specific composition, sintering temperature (Ts), theoretical density, 211 measured density, relative density and average grain size of the specimens analysed. The 212 average grain size of the cobalt oxide free samples sintered at 1600 °C lies in the range from 2 213
to 5 μm, and shows a slightly increasing tendency with increasing Pr content. The cobalt oxide 214 containing samples sintered at 1200 °C are completely dense with relatively small average grain 215 size (200-500 nm). This elucidates that cobalt oxide serves as an effective sintering aid in of 216 doped ceria, which is well in line with literature (27). 217 
X-ray diffraction 224
XRD patterns of crushed dense pellets of PrxGd0.1Ce0.9-xO1. 95-δ (x=0.02, 0.05, 0.08, 0.15, 0.25, 225 0.3 and 0.4) and CoxPr0.05Gd0.1Ces0.85O1.95-δ (x=0.02 and 0.05) are shown in Fig. 4 . Zero shifts 226
were compensated for using an internal standard (LaB6 powder). No significant shift of the (111) 227 reflection was detected, indicative of an insignificant influence of the addition of the dopant onthe lattice parameter. No indication of secondary phases originating from side reactions or 229 precipitation of insolvable dopants can be detected within the resolution limit of the XRD, 230 indicating that the solubility limit of Pr in CGO is more than 40 at.%, which is in accordance 231 with the solubility limit of 70 at.% reported by Taksu et al. (28) for partial Pr-substitution for 232 cerium in PrxCe1-xO2-0.5x at 1400 °C. Co3O4 and CoO phases cannot be indexed from 233
CoxPr0.05Gd0.1Ce0.85O1.95-δ (x=0.05). Due to the high temperature (1200 ℃) used to sinter cobalt-234 containing samples, cobalt oxide in this condition may likely react with trivalent Gd, Pr cations, 235 forming slight amount of GdCoO3 or PrCoO3 phases whose the highest intensity peaks (2θ≈ 236 32º, PrCoO3 :PDF#25-1069 and GdCoO3:PDF#25-1057) might be overwhelmed by the peak 237 of (200) 
where a is the unit cell parameter of the fluorite oxide at room temperature, (Δrk=rk-rh) is the 247 difference in ionic radius of the kth dopant (rk) and the host cation (rh) in eight-fold coordination 248 from Shannon's compilation (30), (Δzk =zk-zh) is the valence difference between dopant and 249 host, and mk is the mole fraction of the kth dopant in the form of PrOx (x=1.5/2). 250
As displayed in Fig. 5 (CN=VIII 0.97 Å (30) ), the lattice parameter does not vary significantly with increasing 256 dopant concentration, which is similar to the trend observed in Pr-doped ceria (32). The lattice 257 parameter of the Co-containing samples does not deviate from the Co-free comparable 258 specimens. Lewis et al. (33) reported a similar result that the lattice constant of CGO is not 259
influenced by the addition of cobalt oxide because the cobalt is effectively insoluble in the CGO 260 lattice. 261 The equilibrium enthalpy and entropy were obtained from the slope and intercept of the linear 271 fit to the data of -ln(KPr) vs. 1/T according to the equation: 272
The thermodynamic parameters thus deduced for each composition are summarized in Table 2 . 273
It is noteworthy that the enthalpy of reduction of Pr decreases with increasing Pr concentration, 274 indicating a more facile reduction of Pr and release of oxygen with increasing Pr concentration 275 or oxygen nonstoichiometry. Chatzichristodoulou et al.(16) also found that reduction is 276 facilitated with increasing oxygen nonstoichiometry in Pr and Tb co-doped ceria. Stefanik et al. 277 (34) also pointed out that the reduction enthalpy of Pr decreases with increasing Pr 278 concentration, indicating higher Pr concentration gives rise to higher reducibility, which is 279 consistent with the general trend observed in th is work. 
Thermal expansion 287
Thermal expansion curves of PrxGd0.1Ce0.9-xO1.95-δmeasured on cooling the samples from 900 288 ºC to room temperature in air are shown in Fig. 7(a) . Below 400 ºC, all the samples show linear 289 expansion. The thermal expansion curves display a non-linear behaviour with an inflection 290 point in the range from 500 ºC to 600 ºC, particularly for the samples with 15 at.% Pr or more. 291
It is evident that Pr-doped CGO follows a similar tendency as Pr doped ceria where the strain 292 increases with increasing Pr concentration in the specimen. The increased and highly non-linear 293 apparent TEC in Pr-doped ceria is primarily ascribed to the chemical strain originating from 294 the combination of slight contraction of the unit cell upon formation of oxygen vacancies and 295 expansion of the unit cell upon partial reduction of Pr (16, 36) . The total expansion (the 296 measured quantity) is the sum of the thermal and the chemical expansion (stoichiometric 297 expansion (37)), which can be written: 298
where α is the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC), and β is the stoichiometric expansion 299 coefficient (37). Assuming a constant thermal and stoichiometric expansion coefficient (37) at 300 a given oxygen partial pressure, the non-linear total expansion curve can be fitted by a linear 301 thermal expansion curve and a nonlinear chemical expansion curve (Fig. 7b) general to small perturbations; β is best determined at constant temperature with a change in δ 308 driven by varying pO2, and α should be determined at fixed δ. We did not conduct such 309 differential measurements (isothermal dilatometry). In the analysis presented, leading to 310 estimates of β (Table 3) , one assumes that the α value determined at low temperature (where 311 changes δ in are small) is constant in the whole temperature range. 312 n/a 0.09 319
Electronic conductivity (blocking electrode measurement) 320
The contact area of the Pt microelectrode was determined using Newman's formula (38) where rc is the radius of the micro-electrode, Rs is the serial resistance found from the intercept 322 with the real axis at the high frequency of the impedance spectra and σ is the conductivity of 323 the sample. The contact radius thus determined was typically between 100 μm and 500 μm, in 324 good agreement with ref. (24) where similar conditions were applied. The contact radius 325 evaluated by impedance spectroscopy was as expected not sensitive to the temperature or 326 oxygen partial pressure. 327
The plots of the steady state current density of CPGO8 measured in the blocking electrode 328 geometry versus the potential at 700°C, 800°C and 900°C are presented in Fig. 8 
Total and Electronic conductivity versus pO2 338
The oxygen activity dependence of the partial electronic and total conductivity of each sample 339 is presented in Fig. 9 . The electronic conductivity of CGO measured in this work agrees well 340 with the electronic conductivity of CGO reported by Chatzichristodoulou et al. (24) . In general, 341 the electronic conductivity of CPGO is dominated by n-type and p-type under low and high 342 oxygen partial pressures, respectively. The minimum point at intermediate pO2 corresponds to 343 the transition from n-type to p-type conductivity. It is noteworthy that the minimum point shifts 344 towards lower oxygen partial pressure with increasing Pr concentration. 345 concentration. In particular for CPGO40, the p-type electronic conductivity is higher than thatof CGO by two orders of magnitude at 700 °C. The observed enhancement of p-type 358 conductivity upon Pr substitution is in line with previous literature (13, 16, 39, 40) . It is also 359 seen that the electronic conductivity becomes insensitive to the temperature for these heavily 360 doped samples (>15 at.%), which coincides with previous findings by Chatzichristodoulou et 361 al. (24) and Schmale et al.(25) . This can be explained by the decreased concentration of Pr x Ce 362 at elevated temperature which counteracts the increased mobility of the electron holes (24). 363
The total conductivity is insensitive to the change of oxygen partial pressure in the range from 364
1×10
-5 bar to 0.21 bar for Pr substitutions lower than 8 at.% whilst it shows detectable pO2-365 dependence for Pr concentrations larger than 15 at.%. The pO2-dependence becomes more 366 pronounced with increasing Pr concentration because the electronic conductivity is sufficient 367 to influence the total conductivity and the ionic conductivity decreases with decreasing pO2 (as 368 shown in Fig. 10) . 369
In Fig. 10 , the oxide ion conductivities were obtained by subtracting the electronic 370 conductivities from the total conductivities (see Fig. 9 ). It can be observed that the oxide ion 371 conductivity is invariable over the pO2 range for the samples doped with less than 15 at. % Pr 372 but steadily decreases with decreasing pO2 for the more heavily doped samples (>15 at. % Pr). 373
As pO2 decreases, the concentration of acceptor dopants increases because of the increasing 374 / Pr Ce concentration. Oxygen vacancy concentration accordingly increases to counterbalance the 375 increased charge of acceptor dopants. The unchanged (CGO, CPGO2, CPGO5 and CPGO8) or 376 decreased conductivity (CPGO15, CPGO25, CPGO30 and CPGO40) with increasing pO2 must 377 be ascribed to a decreasing oxide ion mobility with increasing oxygen vacancy concentration 378 and increasing concentration of Pr 3+ . One does, in terms of ionic conductivity not benefit from 379 doping beyond the 10 at.% Gd. This is well in line with literature on optimal conductivity in 380 acceptor doped ceria which typically points to a maximum in ionic conductivity at doping levels as a function of temperature under a fixed oxygen partial pressure difference (ln(pO2'/pO2'')=7). 391
All samples in the flux measurements were coated on both sides with porous LSC layers (c.f. 392 section 3.6). The calculated fluxes were obtained from Wagner's equation in terms of the 393 measured electronic and ionic conductivity (see Fig. 9 and 10). It is noteworthy that the 394 calculated flux is consistent with the measured flux. This indicates that the measured oxygen 395 flux is limited by bulk ambipolar diffusion in the 1-mm thick pellet investigated rather than 396 surface exchange. Another noticeable feature is that the oxygen flux of CPGO5 is higher than 397 that of CGO by a factor of five at 900°C. It has previously been reported that cobalt oxide 398 containing ceria based membranes show enhanced oxygen flux compared to the corresponding 399 cobalt oxide free membrane because percolating cobalt oxide forms along the grain boundary 400 enhancing electronic conductivity without influencing the ionic conductivity (17, 42, 43) . The 401 enhanced oxygen flux is reported to be due to the enhanced electronic conductivity. However, 402
we did not observe enhanced flux for the cobalt-containing sample, instead the opposite trend 403 was observed. The slightly decreased oxygen flux in cobalt oxide containing samples in this 404 work may be due to the formation of discrete CoOx-rich segregation at the grain boundaries 405 resulting from the high sintering temperature (1200 °C) instead of forming a continuous 406 percolating network as found in other studies (17, 42, 43) . 407 with negligible p-type electronic conductivity under oxidizing condition. As observed (Fig. 8  419 and 9), a combination of PrOx and Gd-doped ceria; making a Pr/Gd co-doped ceria solid 420 solution gives rise to mixed ionic-electronic conductivity. 421
The mechanism for the mixed ionic-electronic conductivity of Pr in ceria has been rationalized 422 in many papers in terms of band theory. Stefanik et al. proposed that Pr-substitution for cerium 423 forms discrete acceptor levels (Pr 4f) for the lightly doped ceria (below 10 at.%) (34, 35 In several studies (17, 20, 25) , it has been reported that the electronic conductivity of Pr-doped 433 ceria can be well described by a small polaron mechanism. Hence, mobility and conductivity 434 will scale with temperature according to (34): 435 hopping of the electron hole (electron hole migration), and a is the hopping distance. Eq. (20) 439 can be rewritten to a simpler Arrhenius type expression; 440
where C is (C= 2 / / 1 2 Pr Pr 0 Fig. 12A are shown in Figs. 12C and 12D,  455 respectively. As indicated by Eq. 21, the activation energy in Fig 12C corresponds to the  456 migration enthalpy of the electron hole whilst the pre-exponential factor is associated with the 457 jump frequency v0, hopping distance a and doping level. A noticeable feature in Fig. 12B is that  458 there is a marked change in the scaling of the logarithm of the conductivity versus the Pr 459 concentration around 10 at.% Pr especially at low temperature. An abrupt decline of the 460 activation energy (Fig. 12C ) and pre-exponential factor (Fig. 12D) is observed in the same x 461 range. 462 doped with low Pr concentration, the distance among the discrete PrOx clusters is relatively 472 long imposing a high energy barrier for electrons to jump across the CeO2/Gd2O3-based zones, 473 which are electronic "insulating". This results in low electronic conductivity and high activationenergy for x<0.1 samples, as shown in Fig. 12C . Furthermore, the high value of the pre-475 exponential constant for the 0<x<0.1 samples is indicative of a long electron hole hopping 476 distance (a in Eq. 19). 477
As the dopant concentration increases, the distance between the Pr ions decreases, resulting in 478 decreased effective hopping distance and decreased activation energy. The transient behaviour 479 in the range 0.08<x<0.15 is akin to the percolation effect that is generally found in composite 480 materials consisting of an electrical conductor and an insulator. That is, the abrupt increase of 481 electrical conductivity occurs when the amount of the electrical conductor surpasses the 482 percolation threshold above which a continuous electrical conduction pathway penetrates all 483 the way through the composite. The same phenomenon is observed also in solid solutions. 484
Swider and Worrell (45) employed a percolation model to explain the n-type electronic 485 conductivity of Ti-doped YSZ. A theoretical percolation threshold of 12.5% for Ti-YSZ was 486
proposed on the basis of bond percolation in the crystal structure. Kim et al. (46) recently 487 developed a simple cubic percolation model to interpret the non-linear increment of electrical 488 conductivity in perovskite structured BaZrO3-BaFeO3 solutions. Generally, the percolation 489 threshold (Pc) for a close-packed crystal structure e.g. FCC is a function of the site coordination 490 number Z, and can be simply evaluated as (47) 491 1.5
The shortest possible jump distance will be achieved when the electronic defect localized on a 492
given Pr dopant located on a corner of the cubic unit cell has at least one other Pr among the 12 493 nearest neighbour sites on the cubic face centres. A possible percolating Pr-Pr pathway is 494 illustrated in Fig. 13 . The cation coordination number in the FCC structure equals 12 (Z=12 in 495
Eq. 23). Therefore, by the simple model described in ref. (47), the percolation threshold is 496 ~12.5%, which means that the electronic defect may hop continuously among nearest Pr cationswhen 12.5% of the cation sites are occupied by Pr. It is evident that the observed transition 498 range (8 at.%-15 at.%) lies close to the one predicted by this simple percolation model. From 499 the conductivity data plotted in Fig.12 it is evident that a strong correlation exists between the 500 structural connectivity of the Pr dopants and the migration enthalpy for the electron holes. 501 Due to the influence of activation energy and the pre-exponential factor, we herein plot the 505 extrapolated conductivity at high temperature (e.g. 800°C) to pinpoint the abrupt change of 506 electrical conductivity arising from the migration enthalpy. In Fig. 14 , the extrapolated 507 electronic conductivity at 800 °C was fitted by the percolation model proposed by Kim et al. 508 (46) . In this model, the conductivity for x<Pc and x>Pc is phenomenologically described by the 509 expressions: 510 parameter. s and t are the two fitting parameters where t is theoretically limited to lie in the 516 range from 1.65 to 2 for the simple cubic percolation model. The best fit of the model to the 517 data in Fig. 14 gives t=1 . 80, , with the R 2 equals to 0.93. The model seems 518 to satisfactorily fit the data in this work, which further elucidates that the electronic behavior 519 can be well explained by the percolation model. 520 Pr     is the fraction of Pr 3+ calculated by the thermodynamic parameters outlined in Table  541 2. Fig. 15 shows the relative chemical expansion (CE) from the experimental dilatometry data 542 and the CE calculated by Eq.24, respectively. Overall, the calculated CE in this simple model 543 reproduces the general trend of the experimentally deduced CE well. Note that Eq. 26 is 544 consistent with a type of expression as Eq.16 i.e. it predicts proportionality between εchem and 545 δ. 546 A transition is seen experimentally around 12.5% Pr. Below this the chemical expansion is 547 small, above stronger. There are three reasons for this as seen when comparing the 548 experimental data to the curve calculated from Eq. 26 and considering the ΔH, ΔS and β 549 values reported in Tables 2 and 3 . Firstly; the overall expansion will increase with the fraction 550 of the cation sites that are occupied by Pr (Fig. 5) . Secondly, for a given T, pO2 condition 551 (900°C, air) the fraction of the Pr that is reduced increases with increasing Pr concentration 552 (see Table 2 and Fig. 6 ). Thirdly, there is a weak tendency that above the percolation 553 threshold the lattice responds even stronger to the change in ionic radius than below the 554 threshold) the experimental data lies above the Eq. 26 trend line for x=15, 25 and 30 but 555 below for x = 8). It should be noted, that the relative chemical expansions listed in Fig.15 are 556 estimates only and thus encompassed with some uncertainties. They are derived from the 557 measured total expansion (well determined) by subtracting an estimated thermal expansion, 558 which is calculated under assumption of a constant thermal expansion coefficient (α) (see 559 discussion in section 4.5). 560
Besides the uncertainty introduced by this assumption, the data for the low Pr contents may be 561 encompassed with an uncertainty due to incomplete equilibration with the atmosphere during 562 the temperature sweeps. For these samples full oxygen equilibration, which is limited by 563 electronic conductivity, might not have been achieved at the given cooling rate. This would 564 add to exaggerate the change in behavior around the percolation threshold. 565 Consistently, all the samples show n-type electronic conductivity under reducing conditions 572 (<1×10 -15 bar). The n-type regime is associated with partial reduction of Ce 4+ as described in 573
Eq. 4. However, for the samples with high Pr concentration, the n-type electronic conductivity 574 is partly overshadowed by the considerable p-type electronic conductivity (Fig. 9) . The "net" 575 n-type electronic conductivity at a given pO2 (1×10 -15 bar) is thus obtained by subtracting the 576 extrapolated p-type electronic conductivity based on the slope of the p-type at high pO2 branch 577 from the total electronic conductivity. It is observed that the apparent activation energy of "net" 578 n-type electronic conductivity decreases with increasing Pr concentration. Lübke et al. (13) 579 found a slight decrease of the activation energy in CGO doped with 3 at.% Pr relative to that in 580 CGO. Navarro et al. (49) also found that the 2 at.% Pr-doped CGO20 shows slightly decreased 581 n-type conductivity relative to CGO20, in agreement with our results. In contrast to the trend 582 observed in the pO2 range dominated by p-type electronic conductivity, the n-type electronic 583 conductivity under reducing conditions steadily decreases with increasing Pr concentration. The 584 decrease of n-type electronic conductivity is more pronounced at high temperature (900 ºC). It 585 is generally agreed that the n-type electronic conductivity in ceria is correlated with the electron 586 hopping on the ceria sites (Ce 3+ /Ce 4+ ). The mobility will thus be proportional to the 587 concentration of Ce (22 The calculated oxygen permeation flux (here any losses at the two surfaces are neglected) 647 follows the trend of te (Fig. 18b) 
Conclusions
664
The investigations of the transport properties of Pr,Gd-doped ceria presented here has led to the 665 following conclusions; 666
